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To explore the mechanical
determinants
Summary.
feeding strategies for nectar feeders, we develop a fluid
model describing
the meand behavioral
dynamical
chanics and energetics of capillary feeding in hummingdata for Calypte
birds. Behavioral
and morphological
and Archilochus are used to test and illustrate this modifferences
between
del. We emphasize
the important
of
fluid
Modmechanisms
and
suction
feeding.
capillary
el predictions
of nectar intake rates and nectar volvalues for
umes per lick are consistent
with observed
maxCalypte anna. The optimal nectar concentration
imizing rate of energy intake depends on tongue morbehavior.
For
and
hummingbirds
licking
phology
exhibiting
optimal licking behavior, the optimal nectar
is 35-40%
sucrose for feeding on large
concentration
nectar volumes. For small nectar volumes, the optimal
The model also identifies ceris 20-25%.
concentration
maxtain tongue morphologies
and licking frequencies
with
availthat
are
consistent
imizing energy intake,
on licking behavior
and tongue deable observations
differ
sign in nectar feeding birds. These predictions
for
results
suction
from
feeding in
qualitatively
previous
butterflies.
The model predicts that there is a critical food canal radius above which suction feeding is superior to
the rate of energy incapillary feeding in maximizing
and sunbirds
take; the tongues of most hummingbirds
of sucfall above this critical radius. The development
birds may be constrained
tion feeding by nectarivorous
of their flexible tongues. Our
by the elastic properties
results show that, in terms of morphology,
scaling, and
of feeding on the same
different mechanisms
energetics,
different predicfood resource can lead to qualitatively
tions about optimal design and feeding strategies.

Introduction
of fluid feeding,
paper on the mechanics
and evaluated a model for the mechanics
of nectar feeding by suction mechanisms
and Daniel 1979). This model, based on a
(Kingsolver
form of Poiseuille's
relation for continuous,
steady-state
In a previous
we developed
and energetics
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fluid flow, yielded to major predictions.
1) At any given
pressure drop, there is a unique optimal nectar concenthe net rate of
tration of 20-25 % sucrose maximizing
of temperature,
metaenergy gain that is independent
bolic rate, and the size and shape of the feeding tube
within the range found in butterflies. This result follows
of viscosity to nectar
from the exponential
relationship
as noted by Baker (1975). 2) There are
concentration,
upper limits on the feeding and energy intake rates atimtainable by suction feeding, which are particularly
with feeding tubes of small raportant for organisms
these results apply to a variety of indius. Although
and sphingids,
sects, including
butterflies,
bombyliids,
and
there are other nectar feeders, such as bumblebees
which do not feed by simple suction
hummingbirds,
mechanisms.
that
Sutherland
(in prep.) has suggested
Recently,
also determine the optimal necmechanical
constraints
and
for feeding by hummingbirds,
tar concentration
a model and field results in support of this.
presented
a reproposed
(1983) has independently
Heyneman
of
inthese
Both
lated model for all pollinator
types.
for
relation
also use forms of Poiseuille's
vestigators
flow to suggest that the concontinuous,
steady-state
centration
maximizing
energy intake rate during feedas well as sucing is 20-25 % sucrose for hummingbirds
tion feeding insects. At issue is whether such models
fluid dynamics
based on continuous
and steady-state
describe the feeding process for all nectar
adequately
feeders.
of open
consist
of hummingbirds
The tongues
due
grooves that cannot sustain a pressure differential
et al. 1964).
to suction across their lengths (Weymouth
fluid
occur.
suction
cannot
Instead,
Thus,
feeding
a
from the action
of capillarity,
movement
results
for
driven by surface tension;
physical
phenomenon
feeders".
this reason, we call hummingbirds
"capillary
There are three important differences between capillary
in hummingbirds
and suction
First,
feeding.
feeding
fluid movement
during capillary flow is induced by surof nectar concenface tension,
which is a function
flow is not at
tration.
Second,
capillarity-induced
so that the results of previous steady-state
steady-state,
the rapid
models
do not necessarily
Third,
apply.
result in a
of hummingbirds
tongue licking movements
in contrast
to the condiscontinuous
flow process,
in previous models.
tinuous flow process considered
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In this paper, we develop a model for the mechanics
of capillary
feeding. We use the morenergetics
of Ewald and Williams
and
behavioral
data
phological
(1982) to test the model. We use this model to address
three topics:
of
and mechanical
determinants
1) The existence
in capillary feeding;
optimal nectar concentrations
nectar volume,
2) The effects of tongue morphology,
rates of energy inand licking behavior in maximizing
take; and
of and constraints
on capillary
3) The consequences
for nectar feeders.
and suction mechanisms
of
By comparing
capillary and suction mechanisms
the potential
feeding on fluids, our results emphasize
for foraging
of feeding mechanisms
stratimportance
and

egies.
Tongue morphology and the feeding cycle
and sunstudies in several hummingbird
Anatomical
bird species (Hainsworth
et al. 1964)
1973, Weymouth
reveal a pair of open grooves in the tongue that extend
for the distal half of the tongue. The cross-sectional
area of each groove is roughly constant
over most of
the length of the groove, but is smaller at the proximal
and distal ends of the groove (Hainsworth
1973, Selliamo witz et al. 1976).
Movie film analysis
of hummingbirds
on artificial
feeders has been used to examine
feeding kinematics.
Early studies used film speeds that were too slow to
observe the details of tongue movement
during feeding,
but recent high speed (70 frames/s) movies clarify several aspects of feeding mechanisms
(Ewald and Williams
1982). There are several phases of a single licking cycle
of tongue movement.
First, the distal part of the tongue
is extended
beyond the tip of the bill, and the tongue
the fluid source. Fluid flows into the
tip penetrates
The tongue
action.
is then regrooves
by capillary
tracted inside the bill. The bill is closed slightly and the
of the
tongue extruded from the bill; the constriction
removes
the fluid
tongue by the bill during extrusion
from the grooves. The tongue tip again penetrates
the
fluid source, and the cycle is repeated. It is not known
how the fluid removed from the grooves by the bill is
moved into the esophagus.
Ewald and Williams (1982) reported a mean licking
rate (?) of 13.8 Hz for Anna (Calypte anna) hummingbirds on artificial feeders. Their results show that the
volume of fluid per lick is less than the volume of the
tongue grooves, and that the volume of nectar adhering
to the tongue outside of the grooves is less than 7 % of
the nectar transported.
These observations
confirm that
for nectar recapillary action is a primary mechanism
moval in hummingbirds.
The results of Ewald and Williams
(1982) apply to
in which
licks on a single
nectar
feeding
repeated
source are used. Feinsinger
and associates
(Bolten and
et al. 1982; Feinsinger,
un1978; Feinsinger
Feinsinger
that the volume of nectar
publ. data) have documented
available in hummingbird
flowers varies from less than
1 ?? to more than 60 ??. This variation indicates that on
some nectar sources only a single tongue lick may be
required to remove the entire nectar volume, while on
other sources repeated
licks are required.
Our model
will consider both of these feeding situations.

In the present study, we shall consider
the licking
cycle in two phases: a capillary phase C, in which the
fluid moves into the tongue grooves by capillary action,
and an unloading
phase M, in which the tongue is retracted into the bill, and then extended
again to penetrate the fluid source. Our analysis will focus on the
mechanics
of the capillary
phase, and on the relative
duration of the two phases.
Using artificial feeders, several workers have documented
that licking rates for hummingbirds
decrease
as the length
of the (artificial)
'corolla'
increases
(Hainsworth
1973), and as the distance between the bill
tip and the nectar source (which we assume is related
to corolla length under natural feeding conditions)
increases (Ewald and Williams
1982). It is not known
whether
the duration
of the capillary
phase changes
with 'corolla'
length. Indeed, even at a fixed corolla
length, one can envision at least two possible licking behaviors with respect to capillary phase duration.
First,
the capillary phase could be fixed at some constant duration T, regardless of (say) nectar concentration
or the
volume of nectar obtained
during T. We call this behavior "?r behavior" (see The model). Alternatively,
the
volume of nectar obtained could be fixed, regardless of
nectar concentration
such that the du(?L behavior),
ration of the capillary phase might vary. These different
different model forlicking behaviors lead to somewhat
and predictions.
mulations
The model
In this

we present two levels of models
for
section,
feeding. First, we develop an energy balhummingbird
ance to describe the capillary phase of feeding, and indicate how this model for capillary feeding differs from
suction feeding. Second, we incorporate
this model for
capillary flow into a model describing the licking cycle.
the necessary
for the
parameters
Finally, we evaluate
in the literamodel simulations,
using data available
ture.
We shall consider models for three different tongue
and flow orientations:
vertical upwards, and
horizontal,
vertical downwards.
the paper, we shall deThroughout
fine optimal as maximizing
the average rate of energy
intake under certain constraints,
as is customary
in
In the present situation,
there
many foraging models.
are two natural measures
of the mean rate of energy
intake during the capillary
phase. We could consider
the average rate of energy intake (termed ?T) for some
we could considspecified time period T. Alternatively,
er the average intake rate (?L) over a variable time period required to fill a tongue groove to a distance
L.
These two average rates of energy intake correspond
to
the two behavioral
modes of licking suggested earlier.
A. The capillary

phase

(1) Horizontal feeding. Let us consider flow in a single
radius r and length D. We
tongue groove of constant
model the tongue groove as a thin-walled
cylindrical
tube. At time i = 0. fluid is at a distance
/ = 0 from
the distal end of the groove. For horizontal
flow there
is a force balance
between
a capillary
force, and a
viscous force opposing
the flow. The pressure drop due
to the capillary force is
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APJ-?^.

(1)

All symbols
are defined in Appendix
A. The pressure
is thus a function of
drop that induces fluid movement
the groove radius (r) and the surface tension characteristics of the fluid (?, 0). We modify Poiseuille's
relation
for flow in a cylindrical
retube to a time dependent
lation that describes the volumetric
flow rate Q(t):

Note that l(t), and thus the flow rate Q(t), vary with
we
time. Substituting
Eq. (1) into (2) and integrating,
find that
2u/2
rycos?

??-ff*]4(3 a) and (3 b) specify the relation of the fluid
Equations
distance and time to the viscosity (?) and surface tenof the fluid. Substituting
sion characteristics
Eq. (3 b)
flow rate at
and (1) into (2) we obtain the volumetric
time t,
p r2r5ycos01*

Then
?(0,

the instantaneous
is

rate of energy

intake

(5)

?w-epsew-eps^^^]1.
Let ET be the mean rate of energy
interval 0 to T. Then
1 r *, ? ,
^
ET =
-lmdt^PSnV-^\.

at time t,

o

intake

rr5ycos?~|*

over the time

(7)

'??(0^=^.

Substituting

Eq. (3 a) into (7) for when

2??

?

(8)

Note that, for small nectar volumes
single
requiring
licks, the volume of nectar obtained is determined by the
volume within the flower or nectar source. Thus, EL is
the appropriate
measure of energy intake rate for feeding on small nectar volumes. Also note that ?T and ?L,
our two measures of mean rate of energy intake, differ
in their dependence
on the surface tension coefficient
and viscosity of the fluid. Both measures, however, are
increasing functions of r.
This model
differs from models
of continuous,
flow under suction in several ways. 1) For
steady-state
suction feeding, the pressure differential
inducing flow
is produced by a pump mechanism,
and is independent
of fluid properties;
for capillarity,
JP is a function of
both r and the surface tension coefficient,
a fluid propon concentration.
2) Equations
(2) and
erty dependent
rates of flow and en(5) show that the instantaneous
ergy intake are not constant with time. We can write
the analogous
rate
equation to (5) for the instantaneous
of energy intake by suction (?s(t)) based on Poiseuille
and Daniel 1979):
(Kingsolver

*#>-*!?&
where APs(t) is the instantaneous
pressure drop due to
suction. Note that Eq. (5') applies even if Jr] is a function of time. The energy intake rates for suction (5')
on
and capillary (5 b) feeding differ in their dependence
both food canal morphology
and on fluid properties
of concentration.
flow
that are functions
3) Because
during suction is continuous,
Eq. (5') describes the energy intake rate at any time during suction feeding on a
nature of feedsingle nectar source. The discontinuous
due to the rapid tongue moveing by hummingbirds,
definitions
of
several
ment during
licking,
requires
mean energy intake rate (Eq. (6) and (8)) that depend
of licking.
on the behavioral
determinants

(6)

The fluid density (p) and surface tension coefficient
(?)
are linearly increasing functions of nectar concentration
with conS, while viscosity
(?) increases exponentially
centration
(Eq. (14)).
There are two points of interest here. First, Q(t) and
functions of time: as fluid moves up
?(t) are decreasing
the flow dethe groove
the viscous
force opposing
creases the flow rate. Second, Q(t), ?(t), and ?T are all
functions of r, so that the rate of energy inincreasing
take is maximized
at r=oo.
The above model describes the mean rate of energy
intake for some fixed time T. Let us now consider the
time required to move fluid some fixed distance L. Let
=
tL be the time at which l L. Then the mean energy
intake rate ?L is simply
?

nr3ycos6epS
El-\.,

l = L, we obtain

(2) Vertical feeding. First consider vertical feeding with
term in the
upwards flow. Now there is an additional
energy balance due to gravity, such that the total pressure
drop (see Eq. (1)) is
2ycos0
?p =
r
for inand b = pg. The relations
where a = 2ycos0/r
and average rates of flow and energy for
stantaneous
orientations
vertical upwards and vertical downwards
B. Here we point out several
are derived in Appendix
between
horizontal
differences
qualitative
important
and vertical feeding orientations.
For vertical upwards flow, the pressure drop ? ? deflow rate apcreases
with time (Eq. (9)). Because
zero (Eq. (2)), there is
proaches zero as JP approaches
an equilibrium
height L to which fluid will rise (Eq.
for any given L, there is a maximum
(B.3)). Conversely,
groove radius rm above which fluid will not flow to the
on the
height L (Eq. (B.7)). Because of this constraint
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for vertical upwards flow, it can be shown (see
B) that there is some finite radius r that
Appendix
maximizes
the average rate of energy intake ?L. This is
in contrast to the horizontal
feeding case, for which ?L
with r.
increases monotonically
The vertical downwards
feeding model is simply obtained by substituting
g= ?g in the second term of the
RHS of Eq. (9); the relations for flow and energy intake
B. In this
rates for this model are given in Appendix
case, the pressure drop (Eq. (B.8)) is an increasing function of time and of distance /. As a result, there is no
radius less than oo.
equilibrium
height or maximum
Thus, for vertical downwards
feeding, the average rates
of energy intake are maximized
at radius r? oo, in contrast to vertical upwards feeding.

radius

B. The licking

cycle

In this

section we incorporate
the above models
for
flow into a model that describes
capillary
feeding on
large nectar volumes
requiring repeated licks. As discussed earlier, the licking cycle consists of a capillary
phase of duration
phase of dutc, and an unloading
ration tm. The total feeding time per lick is simply
tf

= te+tm.

We define the licking frequency
?=\/tf.
energy intake during licking is then

(10)
The

rate of

(11)

?J^?

and vertical downward
1) For both the horizontal
the mean rate of energy intake is
feeding orientations,
maximized
at a groove radius of r= oo. For the vertical
finite radius
there is an optimal
upward orientation,
the mean rate of energy intake.
maximizing
2) For vertical upward feeding, there is an upper limit on the groove radius and a maximum
height that is
possible using capillary feeding.
3) In horizontal
feeding, the rate of energy intake
when the duduring repeated licking (?) is maximized
rations of the capillary and unloading
phases are equal,
In contrast, the opregardless of nectar concentration.
timal distance lc maximizing
? depends on the duration
of the unloading
phase, groove radius, and nectar concentration.
C. Model

parameters

The following

and assumptions

parameters

are required

?tc is the mean rate of energy intake during a
capillary phase of duration ic. Note that the duration of
the capillary phase may either be fixed at tc=T, such
that ?tc = ?T, or variable such that ?tc = ?L, depending
on the licking behavior of the hummingbird.
Also note
that tc is constrained:
tc^tG.
We now consider the role of ? in maximizing
E. Let
and allow tc to vary. For horizontal
tm be a constant,
feeding, we can write tc in terms of the fluid level lc at
of ?T given by
tc, using Eq. (3a). Using the definition
we
can
rewrite
as
Eq. (7),
Eq. (11)
?J^L?.
t -\-t

(12)

? with
By substituting
Eq. (3 b) into (12), differentiating
it can be shown
respect to tc, and setting d?/dT=0,
that ? is maximized
when
?. = '.?

(13a)

Thus, for horizontal
feeding, the rate of energy intake is
maximized
when the durations of the capillary and unloading phases are equal.
By a similar process it can be shown that the optimal fluid level lc for maximizing
? is

2?

(13b)

Note that whereas the optimal tc depends only on tm,
? that is, on
the optimal
lc also depends on y and ?

in the model.

1. Fluid dynamical
Viscosity
properties:
(?), density
(p), and surface tension coefficient
(y) for sucrose solutions
are generally
available
(e.g. Stokes and Mills
1965). Based on such values, we derived the following
sucrose
concentration
(in %) for
regressions
relating
use in the simulations:
p = 1000 + 5.375

where

/.-^=.

of concentration.
which are functions
fluid properties
reon concentration
This difference in their dependence
of mean rate of energy inlates to the two definitions
take during the capillary phase.
In summary, there are three main analytical
results.

y = 7.18xlO-2
? = exp [0.00076
-6.892]

+ 7.11xlO-5S

[kgm-3],

(14a)

[Nm"1],

(14b)

S2 + 0.012 S

In each case the regression
total variance.

[kg m-1
explains

over

s1].

(14c)

90%

of the

2. Contact
of contact
angle, ?\ Precise estimation
is generally
difficult
(Adamson
1963). Since
angles
surfaces have contact angles near zero
many wettable
(Adamson
1963), we set 0 = 0? as a limiting case for all
simulations.
This assumption
may lead to overestimates
of the surface tension forces and flow rates.
3. Groove
radius (r) and length (G): Hainsworth
et al. (1976) have taken serial
(1973) and Schlamowitz
cross-sections
of tongues of Archilochus
colubris humand three species of Nectarina
sunbirds, remingbirds
area A(l) of
spectively, and estimated the cross-sectional
the groove along the tongue's length. We use the middle part of the groove for which A(l) is constant to definethe
area A, and define the groove
radius as r
= (?/p)*. For Archilochus
we obtained a radius of 1.32
? 10~ 4m. Hainsworth
(1973) gave a value for length of
1.1 ? 10" 2m. Ewald and Williams
the
(1982) measured
depth, width, and length of a Calypte anna hummingbird tongue, and estimated
that the groove radius was
about 1.4 times, and length 1.8 times, larger than that
measured
for Archilochus.
We used these factors in
r and G for Calypte.
computing
4. Durations
of the capillary (ic) and unloading
(im)
of licking: Ewald and Williams (1982) measured

phases
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tc and tm as a function of the distance between the bill
tip and the nectar source for Calypte, and have kindly
made their original data available to us.
The following
are made in developing
assumptions
the model, or in deriving the analytical
results.
1. The groove acts as a tube of uniform radius. The
fact that the groove is not enclosed may affect the effective radius of the groove for capillary flow (Davies and
Rideal 1979), but will not affect the structure or qualitative results of the model.
2. The flow is laminar and Newtonian.
See Kingsolver and Daniel (1979) for a discussion
of nectar flow.
3. The inertial forces resulting
for acceleration
of
the fluid are small relative to viscous and capillary forces. The Womersley
number (Wo) describes the relative
effects of inertia and viscosity
in periodic flows (Vogel
1981):
Wo =

(15)

r\^]\

Our calculations
for hummingbirds
show that Wo is
less than one, for which inertial forces may be safely
For this reason, nectar flow is technically
neglected.
considered
to be quasi-steady-state:
although flow rate
with
is
time
at any in(i.e.,
changes
time-dependent),
stant in time the flow is sufficiently
near steady-state.
The contrasts to unsteady flows for which fluid acceleration is important.
Thus, the start-up phase of flow,
before the development
of quasi-steady-state
flow, may
be safely neglected.
Our calculations
indicate that the
duration of this start-up flow is less than 5-10% of the
duration of the capillary phase (see Bird et al. 1960, pp
126-130).
4. The relationship
between tc and tm is not deter? that is,
mined by the mechanics of tongue movement
of the tongue. If, for examby the material properties
ple, storage of elastic energy in the tongue during the
certain
'resonant'
licking
cycle
produced
licking
This
frequencies,
tc and tm would not be independent.
of independence
is required in identifying
assumption
the optimal tc and lc during licking (Eq. (12) and (13)).

Model

verification

and simulation

s (%)
Fig. 2. Mean rate of energy intake during the capillary phase
?L (in W) as a function of nectar concentration S for three
flow orientations: horizontal, vertical upward (up), and vertical downward (down). Parameters: r = 0.1 mm; L = 1.0cm

results

A. Testing the model
and Williams
data that
(1982) have collected
of tc, tm, licking frequency,
and nectar
yield estimates
intake
anna hummingbirds.
rates for Calypte
Using
their estimates of groove radius and tm, we can predict
per lick V, and the rate of nectar
tc, nectar volume
intake Q (Table 1). The prediction
of V is within 15%
of the observed value, and the predicted Q is within 3 %
of the mean observed value, while the observed value of
value (see
predicted
tc is within 40% of the optimal
also Fig. 6).
Figure 1 gives predicted maximal rates of nectar intake for Archilochus
(Hainsworth
1973) and Calypte
(Ewald and Williams 1982) as a function of nectar cona licking
of 13.8 Hz
centration,
assuming
frequency
Ewald

S (%)
1.
Maximum
rate
of
fluid
intake Q (in ??/s) as a function
Fig.
of nectar concentration S (in % sucrose) for Calypte anna and
Archilochus colubris. Calculations assume a licking frequency
? = 13.8 Hz (Ewald and Williams 1982), and tc = tm (Eq. (13 a)).
See Model Parameters

Table 1. Model predictions for Calypte anna, based on observations from Ewald and Williams (1982). Parameters:
D = 2.9 ? 10~2 m;
5 = 24%
sucrose;
r=1.848xl0-4m;
t = 0.03 s.

Observed
Predicted

Us)

V (??/lick)

Q (??/s)

0.05
0.03 a

1.2
1.05

15.0
17.6

Based on the predicted optimum at tc = tm (Eq. 21 a)

(Ewald and Williams 1982). For a concentration
typical
of hummingbird
flowers (25 % sucrose), predicted intake
rates are 6.8 ??/s for Archilochus
and 15.7 ??/s for Calypte, within the ranges reported for a variety of humand Wolf 1976).
mingbirds (Hainsworth
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S (%)
Fig. 3. Mean rate of energy intake during the capillary phase
?L (in W) as a function of nectar concentration S (in %) for
the horizontal orientation, for three distance values L (in cm).
Parameters: r = 0.1mm

?. Energetics

of the capillary

Fig. 4. Mean rate of energy intake during the capillary phase
?T (in W) as a function of nectar concentration S (in %) for
the horizontal orientation, for two time values ? (in s). Parameters: r = 0.105 mm

phase

Figure 2 gives mean rate of energy intake ?L as a funcS (% sucrose) for three
tion of nectar concentration
For all orientations,
feeding orientations.
EL is maxihas a small effect
mized at S = 20-25 %. Bill orientation
indicate
on energy intake. Further simulations
(?5%)
that the optimal
S is independent
of r. Because
?L
is the appropriate
measure
of energy intake rate for
a single tongue
lick, the optimal
feeding
involving
concentration
for feeding on small nectar volumes
is
20-25%.
The effects of varying L on ?L for horizontal
feedare shown in Fig. 3. Mean rate of ening orientation
ergy intake decreases rapidly as L increases (see Eq. 8).
This result is independent
of orientation
and radius.
Note that varying L does not vary the optimal S.
of ?T, our other esFigure 4 shows the relationship
timate of mean rate of energy intake, to nectar conat S
centration.
In contrast
to ?L, ?T is maximized
= 35-40%,
of T, r, L, and orientation.
independent
Thus, the optimal concentration
depends upon the behavioral licking response of the hummingbird,
as sumwith
marized by EL and ET. Note that ET decreases
T; this is due to the fact that the instanincreasing
taneous flow (Eq. (4)) and energy intake (Eq. (5)) rates
are decreasing
functions of time.
The relationship
between the mean rate of energy
intake ?L and food canal radius r reveals the potential
of feeding orientation
importance
(Fig. 5). For both horizontal
and vertical downwards
feeding orientations,
with r. For vertical
monotonically
up?L increases
wards feeding, however, there is an optimal r maximiz-

Fig. 5. Mean rate of energy intake during the capillary phase
?L (in W) as a function of groove radius r (in mm), for three
flow orientations: horizontal (horiz), vertical upward (up), and
vertical downward (down). Parameters: L = 3.0cm; S = 20%
sucrose
ing EL. In addition, there is a maximum
rm at which EL
= 0. These results reflect the constraint
on the product
rL identified earlier (Eq. (B.7)). However, this constraint
appears at values of rL much larger than those oband sunbirds.
served for hummingbirds
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tr (s)
Fig. 6. Rate of energy intake during licking ? (in W) as a
function of the duration of the capillary phase tc (in s), for
three different values of the duration of the unloading phase
tm (in s). Parameters: r = 0.14mm; tG= 0.22s; 5 = 30%

Fig. 8. The optimal fluid distance during the capillary phase lc
(in mm, left ordinate), and the optimal licking frequency ? (in
Hz, right ordinate), as a function of the duration of the unloading phase tm (in s). Optimal values are those maximizing
?. Parameters: r = 0.14mm; 5 = 30%

(%)
Fig. 7. Rate of energy intake during licking ? (in W) as a
function of nectar concentration 5 (in %), for different values
of duration of the capillary phase tc (in s). Parameters: r
= 0.132 mm; im= 0.03s

Fig. 9. Rate of energy intake during licking ? (in W) as a
function of fluid distance during the capillary phase lc (in
mm), for three values of nectar concentration 5 (in %). Parameters: r = 0.14mm; im= 0.03s

C. Energetics

optimal distance lc change with tm (Fig. 8). Because tm is
to the distance between
the bill
directly proportional
tip and the nectar source (data base of Ewald and Williams 1982), and thus to corolla length, our model predicts that as corolla
1) licking frelength increases,
quency will decrease, and 2) nectar volume per lick V
(which is linearly related to /c) will increase.
of ? to lc, the fluid
Figure 9 shows the relationship
distance moved during the capillary phase, for several
nectar concentrations.
In contrast to tc, the lc maximizing ? is a function of S : as S increases, the optimal lc
decreases.
Similarly (Fig. 10), for any fixed tm, as lc in? decreases. We can
creases the optimal S maximizing
? evaluated
locate the maximum
over all values of lc
and 5; Figs. 9 and 10 show that this optimum occurs at
5 = 36% and Zc= 6.0mm.
Using Eq. (3 a), we observe

and licking

behavior

For large nectar volumes requiring repeated licks, the
rate of energy intake during the licking cycle ? is a
function of the durations
of both the capillary (ic) and
the unloading
by Eq.
(im) phases (Fig. 6). As indicated
when tc = tm; this relationship
(10), ? is maximized
holds regardless of nectar concentration
(Fig. 7). If tc is
held constant
at some value, then energy intake rate
at a concentration
of 35during licking ? is maximized
40% (Fig. 7). This result follows from the fact that, for
mean rate of energy
tc constant,
?T is the appropriate
intake during the capillary phase. Thus, ? is maximized
when both 1) 5 = 35-40%, and 2) tc = tm.
One consequence
of the relationship
between ? and
tc is that both the optimal licking frequency ? and the
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of the
4) As corolla
length and the duration
loading phase (rj increase, the model predicts that
will decrease,
and the
licking frequency
optimal
For
timal nectar volume
per lick will increase.
thus far in hummingbirds,
ranges of tm measured
that nectar volume
model
predicts
per lick will
less than the total volume of the tongue grooves.

unthe
opthe
the
be

on small
volumes
nectar
5) For feeding
(single
licks), the optimal concentration
energy inmaximizing
take rate (EL) is 20-25 %. For large nectar volumes (reis 35peated licks), the overall optimal concentration
40%.

20

40
60
80
Sucrose Concentration(%)
Fig. 10. Rate of energy intake during licking ? (in W) as a
function of nectar concentration 5 (in %), for three values of
fluid distance during the capillary phase lc (in mm) (?L behavior, solid lines). The relation of E vs. 5 is also given for a
fixed capillary phase duration tc (?T behavior, dashed line),
showing that this ?T behavior is equivalent or superior to ?L
behavior at all concentrations.
Parameters: r = 0.14mm; tm
= 0.03 s

that this value of lc is equivalent
to the conditions
5
- the
= 36% and
=
of
?
equivalent
maximizing
tc tm
with respect to 5 and tc (Fig. 6 and 7).
These considerations
of the optimal tc and lc unify
our earlier distinction
between
?T and ?L, the two
measures of mean rate of energy intake during the capillary phase. Let us define the optimal licking behavior
as that behavior
which maximizes
? over all possible
values of lc, tc, and 5. For a hummingbird
exhibiting
optimal licking behavior,
lc must change as a function
of 5. Thus, ?L will not be the appropriate
mean measure of intake rate, and licking behavior in which lc is
fixed regardless
of concentration
is not
(?L behavior)
the optimal licking behavior.
On the other hand, lickin which tc is fixed (?T behavior)
can
ing behavior
? regardless
maximize
of concentration;
for such bethe optimal
nectar concentration
is 35-40%.
havior,
This effect is clearly shown when ?T and ?L behaviors
are considered
simultaneously
(Fig. 10): at all concentrations,
energy intake rate is higher for the ?T behavior than for any of the ?L behaviors.
Thus ?T behavior is always equivalent
or superior to ?L in maximizing the rate of energy intake during licking, and
the optimal licking behavior occurs when tc = tm and 5
= 35-40%.
In summary,
we emphasize
seven main numerical
results summarized
results, in addition to the analytical
earlier.
1) The model predicts rates of nectar intake within
the ranges reported for Archilochus and Calypte.
nectar
concentration
2) The optimal
maximizing
mean rates of energy intake during the capillary phase,
?L and ?T, are 20-25% and 35-40%,
respectively.
L
distance
3) ?L and ?T decrease with increasing
and time ? during the capillary phase, respectively,
because of the time-dependent
nature of capillary flow.

6) For birds exhibiting
?L behavior during repeated
varies with lc.
licking, the optimal nectar concentration
For birds exhibiting
the optimal
nectar
?T behavior,
is 35-40%, regardless of tc.
concentration
or superior to ?L beis equivalent
1) ?T behavior
havior in maximizing
the rate of energy intake during
maximizrepeated licking ?. Optimal licking behavior
of the capiling ? occurs when both a) the durations
lary and unloading
phases are equal and b) the nectar
is 35-40%.
concentration

Discussion
A. Application
Our
the
bird
and

of the model

model assumes that capillary
flow of nectar into
tongue grooves is an essential feature of hummingfeeding. We believe that the film analyses of Ewald
Williams (1982), and the design of the tongue itself
et al. 1964, Hainsworth
(Weymouth
1973), strongly supthat capillary flow is the dominant
port the assumption
mechanism
of feeding for hummingbirds
on inflorescences. There may be feeding situations,
for
however,
which this is not the case. For example,
if the tongue
were to be fully extended
into a nectar source, such
that the grooves were completely
filled by this movement, capillarity would play a negligible role in feeding,
and the above model would not apply.
As suggested
(in prep.), this latter
by Sutherland
situation
for certain types
may hold for hummingbirds
of open and gravity flow feeders (Hainsworth
and Wolf
1976) for which the entire tongue could be inserted into
the nectar source. In this case, fluid intake rates would
be determined
not by viscosity and surface tension, but
movement
alone. We would
by the rates of tongue
expect energy intake rates, then, to be maximized
by
fluids with high energetic content per volume ? that is,
nectars near saturation,
as suggested
by concentrated
by Sutherland
(in prep.). Note that gravity itself has
quite small effects on flow and energy intake rates
im(Fig. 2); the issue is whether the bird completely
merses the tongue grooves in the nectar source.
These considerations
suggest that care must be used
in the design of and interpretation
of behavioral
data
from artificial feeders (Sutherland
in prep.). Previous results indicating
that hummingbirds
choose
behaviorally
more concentrated
that energy
nectars, and suggesting
intake rate increases monotonically
with nectar concentration (Hainsworth
1973; Pyke and Waser 1981), must
be evaluated in terms of whether the open artificial feeders used in these experiments
reflect the
accurately
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In addition,
our
feeding process on real inflorescences.
model makes different predictions
of optimal
concentrations depending
on nectar volume; all experimental
results to date using artificial
feeders apply only to
large nectar volumes.
Our capillary model of hummingbird
feeding makes
of nectar intake rates that are consistent
predictions
with observed values for Calypte hummingbirds,
based
on estimates
of groove
radius,
tm, and the fluid
mechanical
of sucrose solutions.
More data
properties
on groove radii, nectar intake rates, and nectar concombined
with high-speed
centration,
cinematography
of hummingbirds
at appropriately
designed feeders, will
be needed for more rigorous tests of the model. We emof whether the model adephasize that the questions
quately describes fluid and energy transfer during feedexhibit characteristics
ing, and whether hummingbirds
identified as optimal by the model, are quite separate.
It is important
to note that the qualitative
predictions from the model, including
those about optimal
nectar concentrations,
and
optimal
licking behaviors,
are insensitive
to changes in model
licking frequencies,
such as the radius and length of the tongue
parameters
of a circular tube of
Further, the assumption
grooves.
uniform radius to describe the tongue groove will not
affect these results, because an effective radius may be
defined to describe
more complex
(Davies
geometries
and Rideal 1979). This insensitivity
to geometry occurs
for the same reasons that the optimal
nectar concentration of 20-25 % for steady-state,
continuous
flow is
insensitive
to food canal geometry (Kingsolver
and Daniel 1979).

B. Mechanics,
Baker

energetics,

and feeding

behavior

that the exponential
rela(1975) first suggested
between
nectar
and
concentration
tionship
viscosity
of nectar feeders.
might affect the preferred concentration
and Daniel (1979) formalized
this idea for
Kingsolver
suction feeders, and identified
the optimal nectar conof 20-25 % for continuous,
centration
feedsteady-state
this approach
to capillary
ing. Here we have extended
of feeding. In both cases, the optimal conmechanisms
centrations
are due in part to the exponential
relationship which Baker noted.
of the surOur results indicate that the dependence
face tension coefficient
of the nectar on nectar concentration is trivial relative to the effects of concentration
on density and viscosity (Fig. 2). This is consistent
with
the result of Heyneman
con(1983) that the optimal
is independent
centration
of 20-25%
of an assumed
fluid flow ? whethsteady driving potential producing
er by suction, capillarity,
or osmotic potential.
Howevthat flow and energy intake are coner, the assumption
is violated
in all non-suctinuous and at steady-state
tion nectar feeders, including
It is prehummingbirds.
and discontinuous
nature of
cisely the time-dependent
flow during hummingbird
feeding which leads to the
new model results presented here.
In an appendix
(LC), Heyneman
(1983) shows that
her steady-state
model yields identical
to
predictions
our fixed volume, time-dependent
model for the capilnotes for all of the
lary phase (EL). As Heyneman

models and the fixed volume model during
steady-state
the capillary
phase, the energy intake rate is proportional to pS/?, yielding
an optimal
sucrose
concentration of 20-25%
when
(Eq. (8); Fig. 2, 3). However,
this fixed volume model for the capillary phase is ininto the overall licking cycle, the optimal
corporated
concentration
varies in a complex manner, and the 20does not hold (Fig. 10). For the fixed
25% optimum
time (ET) model, the energy intake rate both during the
capillary phase and during repeated licking is proportional to pS/?*, yielding an optimal concentration
of
35-40% (Eq. (6); Fig. 4, 7).
One new prediction
from the present model is that
the optimal nectar concentration
depends on the temto necporal behavioral
response of the hummingbird
tar concentration:
stated more generally,
the optimal
diet depends
on the behavioral
mechanism
by which
food intake is averaged over time. Because of the timeand discontinuous
nature of hummingbird
dependent
in
feeding, there are (at least) two different responses
to nectar concentration,
which yield
licking behavior
different relationships
between energy intake rate and
concentration.
This is in contrast to continuous
modes
of feeding, which yield a single optimal concentration
of 20-25 % sucrose. We emphasize
that the differences
in optimal concentration
for different licking behaviors
are due not to different flow processes, but rather to differences in the constraints
imposed by behavior on the
flow process. It is the combination
of these constraints
with the non-linear and discontinuous
flow during feedbetween
ing that yield these results. This interaction
and behavior has not been explicitly
feeding mechanics
considered
in previous
models
of optimal
foraging
1971; Pyke et al. 1977) or of nectar feeding;
(Schoener
we suggest
that an adequate
of foraging
description
must incorporate
such mechanical
considestrategy
rations.
For continuous
suction feeding, energy gain is maximized at the highest pressure drop which can be maintained by the suction pump, regardless
of food canal
nectar concentration,
or corolla
morphology,
length.
For capillary feeding, there are certain optimal licking
behaviors
which may depend on each of these factors.
The model predicts that energy intake is maximized
at
=
for
indicate
that
is
about
1.4
data
Calypte
tc tm\
tc
times larger than tm (Table 1), but that the predicted energy intake would be 95% of the predicted maximum
gain (Fig. 6). This optimum is formally identical to previous results in foraging theory concerning
movement
resource
such
as
the
value
among
patches,
marginal
theorem (Charnov 1976) and related microeconomic
reto
sults; here the time spent in a 'patch' corresponds
the duration of the capillary phase, tc.
The present model also predicts that tc will be much
less than tG, the time required to completely
fill the
tongue grooves (Fig. 6), so that the nectar volume per
lick V will be much less than the total groove volume,
as observed by Ewald and Williams (1982). Further, the
model predicts that both tc and V will increase with
corolla length, for hummingbirds
increasing
exhibiting
optimal licking behavior.
For feeding on large nectar volumes
requiring repeated licking, the two modes of licking considered
here yield qualitatively
with redifferent predictions
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choice. Fixing tc regardspect to nectar concentration
is the beless of nectar concentration
(?T behavior)
havior that maximizes
the rate of energy intake during
the optimal
nectar concenlicking. For this behavior,
behavior of fixing L
tration is 35-40%. The alternative
regardless of concentration
(EL behavior) results in lower energy intake rates than those for the optimal
?T
behavior.
For ?L behavior,
the optimal
concentration
varies with lc in a complex manner. Whether hummingbirds exhibit ?T or ?L behavior
during feeding is not
known; as a result, we cannot identify the optimal nectar concentration
for hummingbirds.
Our model does
predict that energy intake rate during repeated licking
is maximized
over all possible
behaviors
and concentrations when 1) nectar concentration
is 35-40% and 2)
the durations of the capillary and unloading
phases are
equal.
of behavior, our model prediction
of an
Regardless
concentration
of 35-40%
optimal
only applies when
feeding involves multiple licks during feeding on a single nectar source. This is the case for hummingbirds
and on
feeding on flowers with large nectar volumes
artificial
feeders. For nectar sources
with nectar volumes less than the volume of the tongue grooves, the
entire nectar volume can be obtained in a single lick. In
this case the fixed volume model for flow during a single capillary phase applies, for which the optimal concentration
is 20-25%
sucrose (Eq. (8); Fig. 2, 3). Thus,
the model predicts that the optimal concentration
may
change with nectar volume: 20-25% for small volumes,
and 35-40%
for large volumes.
These predictions
are consistent
with present evidence on the nectar concentrations
in flowers visited by
and Baker
1978; Baker
hummingbirds
(e.g., Baker
1982; Pyke and Waser 1982). The work of Feinsinger
and associates
(Bolten and Feinsinger
1978; Feinsinger
et al. 1982) indicates that short-tongued
hummingbirds
feed on flowers with short corollas, small standing nectar volumes (often < 1-2 ??), and dilute nectars (15-25%
sucrose
in
equivalent).
Long-tongued
hummingbirds,
feed on flowers
with long corollas,
contrast,
large
nectar volumes,
and more concentrated
necstanding
tars (31-38%).
Previous attempts to explain mean concentrations
in hummingbird
flowers
sucrose;
(27%
Pyke and Waser 1981) have thus obscured
important
It is in this
biological
phenomena
by such averaging.
transition
from nectar volumes
a
requiring
single lick
to multiple
licks in which we move from continuous
and Daniel 1979; Heyneman
(Kingsolver
1983) to discontinuous
(Eq. (10-13)) feeding models, with the resultant change in optimal nectar concentration.
Present evidence for nectar concentration
choice in
is conflicting.
Natural
choice
hummingbirds
experiments with Calypte hummingbirds
on Agave showed
that these birds preferred
concentrations
of 20-25%
in prep.). More controlled
ex(Sutherland
laboratory
with Archilochus
choice tests beperiments
involving
tween pairs of available
concentrations
showed
that
chose the higher concenhummingbirds
consistently
tration available
at lower concentrations,
but failed to
discriminate
for concentrations
above
30% (Hainsworth and Wolf 1976). On the other hand, the results of
Pyke and Waser (1981) indicate that Selasphorus on artificial feeders chose nectars in excess of 75 % (but see

earlier discussion).
We emphasize
that factors other
than foraging energetics,
such as water balance (Calder
coevolution
1979) and plant-pollinator
(Pyke and Waser 1981), may also affect the observed patterns of nectar choice in pollinators
and concentration
in plants;
models that consider several of these factors - for exwater and energy balance - may
ample, the combined
be more appropriate
than the single factor hypotheses
and tested previously
proposed
(Pyke and Waser 1981).
In contrast
to both hummingbirds
and butterflies,
and honeybees
bumblebees
appear to use a combination
of capillary
and suction
forces during nectar
setae on the glossal
feeding. The presence of numerous
of bees (Snodgrass
affect
'tongue'
1954) will greatly
fluid movement
and viscous
during feeding; capillary
forces through such porous structures
may be qualitatively different from simple tube flow (Davies and Rideal 1979). For this reason, we believe that the results
concerning
optimal nectar concentration
presented here
and in previous steady-state
models don't apply to nectar feeding in bees.

C. Mechanics,

morphology,

and scaling

For continuous
suction feeding, the rate of energy intake always increases with increasing food canal radius,
of nectar concentration
or feeding
orienregardless
tation (Kingsolver
and Daniel 1979). For capillary feedthere is an uping in the vertical upwards orientation,
per limit on the groove radius - more precisely, a constraint on the product rL - such that there exists an
r maximizing
optimal
energy intake (Eq. (15), Fig. 5).
Our simulations
suggest that this upper limit is considthus far
erably larger than the groove radii measured
for hummingbirds
and sunbirds. In addition, recall that
L, the distance in the tongue groove to which nectar is
drawn, is determined
by the licking rate, and not necFor these reasons, the
essarily by tongue morphology.
on rL is probably
constraint
not of ecological
importance for these nectar feeding birds.
The mechanical
and behavioral
factors influencing
L
have important
for tongue
do, however,
consequences
Because ?L and ?T decrease as more and
morphology.
more nectar enters the tongue grooves,
it is energetito use more than the distal portion
cally unprofitable
of the grooves for nectar transport during licking. Acthe grooves extend only over the distal half
cordingly,
of the tongue in hummingbirds.
In sunbirds
the two
distal grooves fuse into a single groove over the proximal part of the tongue; we predict that this proximal
The fact that
groove is not used for nectar transport.
birds such as honeyeaters
and
larger nectarivorous
white eyes have highly
divided
instead
of
tongues,
grooves of larger radii, may also relate to these mechanical constraints
on capillary flow.
Because the relationship
between energy intake and
tube radius differs for suction and capillary feeding (see
Eq. (5) and (5')), we can compare how these two mechanisms of feeding scale with food canal size. Consider a
canal of radius r and length L, and consider the rate of
energy intake during the time required to fill the canal
with nectar. Let ?n be the energetic advantage
of capillary feeding over suction feeding. Then the condition
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??
(?a)
11.
The
critical
wall
thickness
to radius ratio (?/r)cr as a
Fig.
function of the pressure drop due to suction APS (in Pa). The
lines indicate points at which tube fracture (for insect cuticle)
or tube collapse (for bird tongues) would occur: see Eq. (17a)
and (17 b). See text for parameter values

for ?n > 0 is (Appendix

C)
(.6)

r<2-^f.
of APS for blood-sucking
Estimates
insects (Daniel
and Kingsolver
in press) and for butterflies
and beeflies (Schmitt
and Kingsolver
unpubl.) give values of
this means that En>0 for r<0.0028-0.14mm,
1-50kPa;
values of r which are generally
less than those measured for sunbirds and hummingbirds.
This simple result provokes
the question:
Why do these nectar feeding birds utilize capillary rather than suction feeding?
One possible constraint
on the development
of suction feeding in nectar feeding birds is the low elastic
modulus of flexible, vertebrate tongues. Consider a hollow tube of radius r and wall thickness
d, to which a
suction APS is applied. Let Y be the elastic modulus of
the wall material in the circumferential
and transverse
directions.
For rigid materials
such as insect cuticle,
there is a critical thickness:radius
ratio, {?/r)cr, below
which the tube will fracture:

a-

<na)

?

and Daniel
1968; Kingsolver
(Alexander
1979), where
Yc is the ultimate strength of the material. Using a value of Yc= 95. MNmr2
et al. 1976), we can
(Wainwright
show that the critical ratio for insect feeders is always
less than 0.001 (Fig. 11). Measured
values for d and r
show that such mechanical
failure is probably never of
for nectar feeding insects which use simple,
importance
suction tubes (Kingsolver
and Daniel 1979).
The situation
for flexible tubes is quite different.
Here there is a critical (?/r)cr ratio below which the
tube begins rapidly to collapse (but not fracture):

0A

3.53 Aft*
j

(17b)

(Kresch and Noordergraaf
1972). Using a value of Y
= 25. MNm-2
for vertebrate
tendon (Crisp 1972), we
can show that the critical ratio for vertebrate
feeders
using suction would be as high as 0.24 (Fig. 11), more
than two orders of magnitude
greater than for insects.
These calculations
suggest that vertebrates
using simple
suction
tubes for nectar feeding would require reinforced or very thick walls to prevent collapse of the tube.
This constraint
due to mechanical
failure might make
the advantages
of using suction tubes of large radius
for feeding (Eq. (16)) unattainable
for vertebrate nectar
feeders.
These results show that, in terms of morphology,
and energetics,
different mechascaling characteristics,
nisms of feeding on the same food resource can lead to
different predictions
about optimal design
qualitatively
and feeding.
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Appendix

A

Nomenclature
Symbol

Quantity

Units

A

area
groove cross-sectional
area
groove cross-sectional
at position /
the capillary phase
groove length
rate of energy intake during
the licking cycle
instantaneous
rate of energy
intake
mean rate of energy intake
to a
during fluid movement
distance L (capillary phase)
mean rate of energy intake
to a
during fluid movement
distance L due to capillarity
mean mechanical
work to
suck fluid to a distance L
mean rate of energy intake
to a
during fluid movement
distance L due to suction
net energetic advantage
of
capillary over suction feeding
mean rate of energy intake
during a capillary phase of
duration tc
mean rate of energy intake
for a
during fluid movement
duration ? (capillary phase)
constant
gravitational

m2
m2

A(l)
C
G
?
?(t)
?L

?Lc

?Lm
?Ls

?n
?tc

?T

g

m
W
W
W

W

W
W

W
W

W

m_1s
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Symbol

Quantity

Units

l,l(t)

fluid position at time t
(variable)
fluid distance moved during
the capillary phase
fluid position (fixed)
fluid position at equilibrium
the unloading
phase
pressure drop
pressure drop due to suction
flow rate at time t
volumetric
rate of
steady-state
volumetric
flow
groove radius
maximum
groove radius
nectar concentration

m

Note that Q = 0 when AP = 0 (Eq. (B.l)).
rium height L to which fluid will rise is

m

tJl^..

lc
L
L
M
??
APS
Q(t)
Q
r
rm
5
t
tc
tG
tf
tL
tm
?
V
Wo
Y
Yc
d
e
?
?
y
?
?
?

time (variable)
duration of the capillary phase
duration to fill the groove to
length G
time per lick
time for fluid movement
to a
distance L (capillary phase)
duration of the unloading
phase
time (fixed)
fluid volume per lick
number
Womersley
elastic (Young's) modulus
of the tube wall
ultimate strength of the
tube wall
wall thickness
energy content of sucrose
muscular efficiency
dynamic viscosity of the fluid
surface tension coefficient
of the fluid
surface contact angle
fluid density
licking

frequency

?

Capillary

flow for vertical feeding

m
m

(B.3)

We cannot obtain an explicit expression
for l(t) for the
vertical flow model. The energy intake rate at time t is

Pa
Pa
m3s_1
m3s_1

8?/(?)
and the mean

m
m
% sucrose

rate of energy

intake

over a period

G is

ePSnr*l(T)

(B-5)

ET=-?-tt^G-

(mass/mass)
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
m3 or ??

where l(T) is given implicitly by Eq. (B.2).
We can get an explicit relation for ?L. Using
and substituting
Eq. (B.2) for l = L, we obtain

Eq. (7)

??-?-?-?]
Note t?at tL is constrained
(Eq. (8.2)): L must be less
than L for tL<co. Thus, for a given L, r is constrained
by

MNm~2
MNrn-2

2ycos0
r<-~-=rm.
pgL

m
Jg~l
gm_1
Nm-1

s"1

radians
gm~3
Hz( = s_1)

/rk ?x
(B.7)

Because iL-*co as r-*rm, it follows that there must be
some finite radius r that maximizes
?L. This is in contrast to the horizontal
feeding case, for which ?L increases monotonically
with r.
The vertical downward
feeding model is simply obtained by substituting
the above deg= ?g throughout
rivaticm (Eq. (B.l-6)).
The relations
for AP, Q(t), ?T,
and ?L for the vertical downwards
model are
+ pgl(t) = a + bl(tl

^^

(B.8)

(B.9,

(?>-=??M? 8?/(?)

First consider vertical feeding with upwards flow. Now
there is an additional
term in the energy balance due to
such
that
the
total
gravity,
(see
pressure
drop
Eq. (1), (9)) is

AP = ^^-pgl(t)^a-bl(t)

(B.l)

where a = 2ycos6/r
into (2), integrating,

and b ? pg. Substituting
Eq. (B.l)
and rearranging,
we obtain

??-^Ip-t^B]?

equilib-

rpg

AP =
Appendix

The

?

_

T"o

r*.

epSnr*l(T)
a
r

(
?

*

wr

84F,n[^](T)]+V]
4--?pS7ir4L

f

?

(B.11)

Note that because A ? is an increasing
function of /(f)
and of t, there is no equilibrium
height L < oo and no
constraint of fL or r. In addition, as r approaches
oo the
of Eq. (B.10) and (B.ll) approach
numerators
oo faster
than their denominators.
As a result, ?T and ?L are
maximized
at r=oo.
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Appendix

of capillary

Scaling

and suction feeding

We wish to
the horizontal
feeding orientation.
the energetic advantage
of capillary vs suction
feeding. We compute
?L, the mean rate of energy in/
take during filling the groove or tube to a distance
= L. Define
ELc and ELs as EL for capillary and suction feeding, respectively.
From Kingsolver
and Daniel
that
can
shown
it
be
(1979)
Consider
examine

.
_APsnr*Spe
Els~
4pL

*

(C1)

work required
The mechanical
and Daniel 1979)

to suck, ?Lm is given

by

(Kingsolver
?L,m

=

(C.2)

APM

flow rate, and ? is the
where Q is the mean volumetric
muscular efficiency. Then it can be shown that
(C.3)

?LmJaP^r\
We

define

capillary

the advantage
in rate
vs suction feeding as

Substituting
we obtain

Eq. (8), (C.l),

and

of energy

(C.3),

and

intake

of

rearranging,

(C5)
?"=^z[7COS05pe"?C5pe"zl^]]?
For 5^1%
sucrose,
cation, the condition
2ycos0
r<?-.
AP

Spzy>APJn.
for ?n>0 is

Using

this

simplifi-

(C.6)
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